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Genuine handgun shooting skills to resolve real problems!How exactly to defend yourself from a violent, surprise
attackDealing with more than a single aggressorHow the body' Learn not only what you need to perform, but why and
how.Protective Pistol Fundamentals can help you learn the best, most effective ways to defend your life, or the lives of
all your family members, with a legally carried pistol.s natural reactions affect just how you should trainThe process of
subconscious decision makingThe true effects of " on performanceAnd much, much more!stress"Based upon the latest
study and quantum leaps in our understanding of the way the brain processes info, this book helps you consider your
concealed carry and handgun capturing know-how to another level. Defensive Pistol Fundamentals is certainly your
authoritative source for the info you need to remain and your loved ones safe!
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Excellent Schooling Manual by a specialist With the Protective Pistol.Highly recommended for individuals who desire to
refine their defensive shooting skill into a true to life asset. Cunningham remarkably disparages the wheelgun combined
with the .38 SPL cartridge for serious defensive work, while oddly OK'g the . Best intuitive defensive shooters manual
I've not really read many shooter teaching books but I have been in training for most of my life and can say that text is
a great example of superb teaching skill and experience. With Smith & I've accumulated a large number of gun books
through the years and I think this is actually the best choice for the novice defensive handgun owner Grant Cunningham
is not somebody offering "tactical operator" fantasies. I've accumulated dozens of gun books over the years and I think
this is the most suitable choice for the novice defensive handgun owner. With that being said, most of his remaining tips
on real life training makes eminent sense, regardless of your choice of defensive handgun. Packed with black and white
photos to illustrate his factors more clearly, written just two years ago, Protective Pistol Fundamentals is current by any
specifications, and sets out an important training regimen obviously and efficiently. Some interesting tidbits are the
author's study that proves the . In case you have a handgun that you utilize for defense, understand this publication!40
S&Its not absolutely all wacko "tactical" with "operators" and its own not full of military stuff. Carefully browse, though,
his argument actually makes perfect sense, and for those people who are not of the 1911 persuasion for concealed carry
due to smaller body and hand size or strength, his suggestion to consider the Glock pistol in its 9mm permutations
dovetails exactly with pistolero Mas Ayoob's long time suggestions. I highly recommend this reserve (and various other
Cunningham books) Good common sense defensive firearms fundimentals and assistance. The best out there
Cunningham is sensible and specific. This new book by Grant Cunningham might just do so, exactly like his Defensive
Revolver Fundamentals could. Keep in mind, shoot the gun and caliber that you shoot greatest is the greatest advice.
Browse this with Mas Ayoob's Stress-Fire series, and take either authors' live program when possible for a total
training experience. His chapters on mindset and the quickness of most assaults gives any reader pause to stop and
reflect - it certainy do therefore for me. Wesson continuing to sell scads of .E. The book is well-organized, based on the
latest research on human reactions under tension, and isn't scared to eliminate sacred cows and lazy considering.38
SPL J-Frame revolvers year after year, it would recommend to me that lots of others, law enforcement and civilian, don't
talk about his viewpoint. Excellent, good sense information! Cunningham's composing reads like a good friend's
teachings, both conversational and easy to comprehend, but a lot of what he says could have you thinking later to
yourself, "why didn't I believe of that before? Training Combat Focused Shooting course, and you'll be on the right track
as a responsible armed citizen.45ACP is merely on par with the .W and 9mm Para - when compared with real life results
from defensive shootings - an impression that will gain no traction with the disciples of John Moses Browning. It is the
best practical protective pistol book I've read, and you should read it too!380 auto, to which I would strongly disagree.I
will be employing these techniques immediately to boost my defensive handgun shooting. In this new book, a companion
piece to his two books on revolvers, Mr.Superb! A Lifesaver My extremely favorite pistol shooting publication. This one
puts it all together for all your "regular" shooters out there. This book isn't a strictly a front sight focus only strategy.
May not cause you to punch smaller sized holes in your target at the range.. Serious subject done correct IMHO. Logical
and well-grounded Well written, extremely informative, and a genuine education on a topic somewhat not used to me.
Probably the greatest primer for the responsible armed citizen you are going to find. Presents a sort of holistic,
integrated method of self defense with a pistol - schooling to make the safest decisions and according to the body's
organic responses. Quite simply, training realistically for the most typical self defense scenarios. No tartard or macho
nonsense.Wish I possibly could take some programs from Cunningham and Pincus. Five Stars good read, it must be
required reading for a permit Among the best pistol training books out there Among the best pistol schooling books out
there. set this up with an I. However, read significantly it might just save you and any loved one's lives..C. He's a
respected trainer whose concentrate is civilians who would like to be able to make use of a firearm properly, legally and
successfully if necessary against common criminal attacks. The only cause I gave this book five stars is basically
because there is absolutely no six star rating. Well written Exceptional product and quality strongly suggested Lacking
Could have been far better. Five stars! Love this author!" Conveniently among the best books on the defensive mindset
extant, it is worthy of reading for that angle alone, and I specifically like the fact that he deliberately eschews the



"tacticool" approach favored by some self-styled professionals, which can sell their books but won't save your life. He
focuses on defensive pistol capturing in its most request, and therefore will problem some "sacred cows" in working out
field. His advocacy of striker-fired hands guns is well backed, as is his protection of teaching for the close proximity
"ambush" scenario as normative. His strategy is a bit dry and business-like, which many may choose, but for the novice
(like myself - I am shooting for just a little over a season), the ability to enjoy practice is key to preserving proficiency
and safety.
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